
Spring 2018 started with the return of Matt G. From Bellingham, 
WA and a group of hunters. We’ve had some good fun and great 
hunts with Matt, his family and friends over the years. In 2018, 
along with a crew of hunting buddies Matt also brought his 
daughter, Britney. During the hunt we had some great parties, did 
some trout fishing and hunted hard. While out hunting we saw 
many bears, as well as moose, lynx, coyote and wolverine. And had 
great success. Every hunter, including Britney got their bear. 
We’re looking forward to Matt’s return in the coming seasons. 1) 
Proud Dad, Matt and Britney  2) Sometimes Bear Hunting ain’t easy 
but when Brit got her chance she killed good 3) Tracking Grizzly 
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It was hard to keep track of all the Black Bears we saw during Spring 2018 but it 
was alot, Plenty of Bears. Here’s just a few of them. 1) Kenny from Lummi Island, 
WA with his first BC Black Bear. 2) Mud Lake has become a hot spot for big bears 
and that’s where Ben W. from  Wyoming killed this Big Boar. 3) Pictured here: 
Dan is taking snapshot of his buddy Frank C and his Big Boar. 4) Scott M. From 
Idaho was with Matt’s Group and he looks pretty happy about getting his Bear. 
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In 2017, Jarla (3) came on a Spring Bear Hunt with her dad , Gary (1) 
brother Bob and friend Tim. As four hunters, they took six  bears in 7 
days. Jarla is a taxidermist and she did up all six trophies (5). Gary’s seven 
footer was done as a nice full standing mount (2) and the other five as rug 
mounts. Usually Black Bear rug mounts are finished with a border of 
double black felt. Sometimes you’ll see them with an inner brown border 
and sometimes in red. But I’ve never seen a yellow inner border used. 
Jarla did her big brown-phase Boar (4) with yellow and it really looks cool. 
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In between our Spring and Fall Hunts, 
we keep busy with Summer Trips. Fish-
ing, mushroom and berry picking are 
just some of the fun we get into. 1)    
After a wildfire on the edge of the terri-
tory in 2018, Spring 2019 became boon 
for morel mushrooms. Mushroom 
hunting is great because once you’ve 
spotted your quarry, it can’t escape. 2) 
Jill and Frank with a beautiful Blonde. 
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3) Jeff D. from Calgary with a chunky Rainbow. 
4) Jeff’s son Logan with trout bound for the smoker 

5) & 6) Every summer we host 
a weekend for Big Brother Big 
Sisters from the local chapter . 
We enjoy the weekend as 
much as the Bigs and Littles 
do. And along with fishing 
and campfire cookouts, we 
like to go huckleberry picking. 

Coming Soon: Full 2019 Hunt News 


